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Moto Studio, the Miami based builder of bespoke motorcycles has defined a genre and style  
that has reached critical acclaim. In the course of understanding the needs and desires of clients, 
one truth becomes evident, time is the true luxury. To this end, the possibility of riding a special 
motorcycle in a special part of the world is particularly alluring. 
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From this mind set, Moto Studio Concierge was born. Members and guests will be provided the  
opportunity to ride the roads of the Santa Cruz mountains and arrive at Pebble Beach for the Quail 
Motorcycle gathering or cruse the high country of NW Austin then pull into Moto GP at Austin Texas. 
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With a transporter that was specifically designed to carry motorcycles, as well as provide a hub for 
hospitality at each event, Moto Studio Concierge offers the ability to bring your favorite motorcycle 
to some of the most amazing roads and events in the world. With every detail handled. Simply fly 
into the nearest major airport, and the Moto Studio staff will handle all of the details, whether its  
VIP tickets to Moto GP or reservations at the most exclusive restaurant. 
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Schedule of events for 2017 
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April 15Th   

The Handbuilt Motorcycle Show Moto GP 

Austin Texas  
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Transporter will be based at COTA for the Moto GP event, Members and guests will ride from the 
track to the following events. Passes included. Members and Guests can be picked up by Moto 
Studio Staff at the Austin Airport and driven directly to the track or hotels. Rental cars optional. 

 Friday: Ride will go from the race track to The Handbuilt Show, down town Austin,  
which is one of the worlds most prestigious motorcycle shows. 

 Private BBQ at the Moto Studio Transporter, catered by local renowned chef. 

 Saturday: Breakfast snacks and coffee at the transporter, then watch Moto GP Qualifying. 

 Afternoon ride to hill country NW of town. Dinner reservations at xxxxxxx... down town 

 Sunday: Breakfast at the transporter, Watch the Race  
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The Quail Motorcycle Gathering  Ride on Pacific Coast Highway 

May 13Th   Pebble Beach, CA 
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Transporter will be based at a camp sight just outside of Monterey, CA. Members can be 
picked up at San Jose Airport and driven to the transporter.  

Friday: Members arrive at transporter, Local ride options, Carmel valley to Big Sur (longer Ride),    
Campsite to Monterey and local attractions (shorter option). Return to Transporter for   
locally catered Farm to Table meal featuring chef..... 

Saturday: Breakfast and coffee at the transporter, Ride to the Quail event, via 17 mile drive.   
Return to transporter, Private Dinner at 1833 (Monterey Farm to Table restaurant)  

Sunday: Transporter Relocates to Scotts Valley (overnight), Members meet for Coffee and   
snacks, then ride up into Santa Cruz Mts. Rt 9n to rt 35n (Skyline Drive) Rt. 84 to PCH north to   
Rt 92, back to 35, Then South back to Alices Restaurant for late lunch, (long ride  that re groups   
with shorter ride).  Optional visit to Fogarty Winery on Rt. 35.Then return to transporter,   
members and guests to airports. 
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Asheville, N.C. 
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Mid June   
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Moto Studio Concierge will make two visits to Asheville North Carolina, the first in  
June the second in August. For both trips, the transporter will be based at an exclusive  
Bed and Breakfast with immediate access to the prime roads the region is famous for. 
Members and guests can enjoy high end lodging, as well as on site catered meals featuring 
local, farm to table chefs and restaurants. Both long and short ride options, departing from the 
transporter, will be possible. Attractions include amazing twisty roads, lead by experienced 
guides as well as many optional stops that feature the depth of culture the region has to offer. 
An option that is possible exclusively for the Asheville trips is the possibility of extending a 
trip or bringing guests for an exclusive addition to the scheduled event. 
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Monterey, CA  
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World Super Bike race at Laguna Seca 

July 8Th   
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Transporter will be based at Laguna Seca, Members and guests will have  
passes to ride in and out. Transportation hubs the same as the Quail event. 

Friday: Breakfast, Coffee at Transporter, options include paddock walks, watch practice, lunch  at 
transporter. Ride options, south From track through Carmel valley to Big Sur and PCH  (Longer option) 
Ride from track through Carmel Valley to 17 Mile drive, back to Monterey, and  return to track. Catered 
private dinner at transporter featuring local talent. 

Saturday: Morning meet for Coffee and Breakfast at transporter. Watch World Super bike  practice and 
Qualifying. Ride options, to Santa Cruz and north on PCH, Southern Santa Cruz  Mts. Or Carmel Valley, 
Private Dinner at 1833. 

Sunday: Breafast and Coffee at Transporter, watch WBK races hang at transporter or Local  Rides.  
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The Barber Vintage Festival 

Birmingham, AL 
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Transporter will be based in the Vanson High Side Paddock Area.  
RV Rental recommended for on sight camping.  

Thursday: Industry Party at Moto Studio Transporter, Prior to Private party at the Barber   
Museum. (Members and Guests welcome) 

Friday: Breakfast, Coffee at the transporter. Local Rides short and long options. Ride around the   
event, visit Ace Corner. Private BBQ at the transporter.  

Saturday and Sunday: Breakfast, coffee at the transporter, Morning ride into the hills, Long and   
short ride options. Watch races, Visit Museum, Ace Corner. Private Dinner at transporter. 
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Asheville, N.C. 
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Late August   
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Moto Studio Concierge will make two visits to Asheville North Carolina, the first in  
June the second in August. For both trips, the transporter will be based at an exclusive  
Bed and Breakfast with immediate access to the prime roads the region is famous for. 
Members and guests can enjoy high end lodging, as well as on site catered meals featuring 
local, farm to table chefs and restaurants. Both long and short ride options, departing from the 
transporter, will be possible. Attractions include amazing twisty roads, lead by experienced 
guides as well as many optional stops that feature the depth of culture the region has to offer. 
An option that is possible exclusively for the Asheville trips is the possibility of extending a 
trip or bringing guests for an exclusive addition to the scheduled event. 
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Additionally, Moto Studio Concierge will offer private track day events where participants 
both, new and experienced, can take their bike on a closed course will full  

technical support as well as coaching from professional racers.  
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THANK YOU


